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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
Nnow that the Dig at Checkendon is completed and backfilled we can change our focus.
Chris Hogbin has made
history by starting the Icehouse project, to help Sue
Beamon, of Subterrania.Britannica, collect icehouses
for her book about them0
This has proved an exciting
job, giving those involved the entree to many interesting old houses0 hell done, Christ
hbo is going to start something else? Cyn's acquaintance with the area and its inhabitants is wide and she
is available to everyone, and always pleased to "get
up and go"0
So if you have an odd hour or so, why not
do a bit of Soagging?
Do keep up the good turn-out for lectures. Even one
or two people away makes a difference.(This means YOU!)
Our new membership cards are an improvement, and slip
nicely into bag or wallet to show to possible new Soags.
Remember also, we now have printed Introductory sheets
to offer newcomers so try to find us a new member this
year amongst your friends, and acquaintances0

Finally we would like to thank the Soags who have
taken time and trouble to send us contributions; varied ideas are essential in a house magazine and we hope
they will inspire others to follow0
Please read your Messenger and note dates;
it
all
hard work for the Committee to produce and distribute
it, so let us not work in vains
Your cL1tors
MONTHLY MEETINGS
Held at Langtree School, Woodcote, at 7»+5 for 8 pm
until 9.30 pm, with Lecturer. Usually 3rd Thursday
or Friday in the month (see your membership card for
details).
PRESIDEiTS REPORT for 1981
Although we are now in our 13th year and everything
around us seems to be failing and gloomy, Soag has
managed to both increase in membership, and improve
in our
Firstly, we h ve acquired that prized possession: a
new Secretary - Charles Nankivell - and our numbers
work4

k

have risen splendidly to about 90 - 30 new since
last year, and another possible k in the pipeline or should I say trench?, Better still, 1+oÍ' them are
experienced Archaeologists and already their talents
are helping Soag enormously to become more efficient
and better informed.
Je have established a Fieldwork Committee and have
held a Training Evening, led by Ian Lambert qnd Gareth Thomas, who brought his slides for the second half,
and we hope to hold further Training Evenings and walks
this spring.
Attendance at i'ieetings has been reasonable (except
Jans Please, all of you, come and support our Speakers
for this one evening a month,- most of them have long
journeys to reach us, and we should produce a decentsized audience.
Some.X Soag Handouts, to offer to prospective members, have been printed, please ask me, if you need
one to encourage a friend to come.
The Uessenger continues, and really does seem to do
its job in reminding people what's on.
(Here I have an SOS: our kind printer is retiring and
will no longer be able to get the Messenger photocopied - so could someone else please help?? I would
like here to thank David Richards for getting thid organised so well for us in the past, we are very sorry
to hear that he's moving out of the district but hope
to see him as often as he can manage it.
As to our Activities - we had.several enjoyable expeditions last year. i8 of us spent an evening at
Aldermaston Church, with its history related to us by
the verger, Mr Cox, a most colourful personality-- fol-lowed by a visit to the local pottery and a conducted
tour there. Our thanks to Charles for arranging this.
In June, we had a day at Avebury, and another in July
to the Rollright Stones and Chastleton House; and an
afternoon at Wittenham Clumps, and the Church.

As usual,we had 8 representatives at CBA 9 yesterday0
At our last AGN, Tom Hassall, Directorof theOxford
Archaeological Unit spoke on its work in the past year.
In November we managed to pick a perfect day for a
Fleidwalk to Grimm's ditch and the attached enclosure.
This triggered off theidea of field training as we
had several new Soags with us0

Excavations
We again had the privilege of twice working at Littlecote Roman Temple, Wilts.,(of Radio fame) and more expeditions will be arranged this year as soon as people
ask for them0
The dig at the Devils' ChurchyrdÇheckendon is now
completed,working on the dig for 5 days,and on the Surveying of it for 8 days0 A big thankyou here to David
Richards who led the Survey Group, and drew out the reThe Sections were also finished and it has all
sults0
gone up to the Unit, who date the site at 400-loo BC We now have Trench 4 to backfill.
mid. Iron Age0
The Dorchester Bypass excavations provided its usual
supply of skellys, being a Romano British cemetary,with
curses and ditches in a most interesting mixture, and
a henge site further on.
Altogether, Soags worked at
the site on i1+ different days .and were thanked by the
Unit for their help.
The Party Never before have we postponed our Xmas party
but what with the blizzard in dec. and more snow in Jan.,
it finally became a very successful Valentine party on
Feb. 20th, with 34 members present.
A vote was taken,
deciding that next year we would make it a New Years
party as over 40 would have been able to come on Jan 8th.
Again, our thanks to Oratory for the loan of the
Black and Gold Room.

The monthly lectures were as varied as ever with Sue
Lobb talking on Wraysbury in April; Martin Nillett's
excavation at Neatham in May, Leslie Cram,from Reading
Museum, explained the presence of footprints on Roman
tiles etc. in Sept., and a record number came to hear
Tim Schadla-Hall on Basing House in October. We heard
about work in Oxford and Uallingford from Brian Durham
in November, and started the new year with a members'
meeting and lastly Philip Marshall on Tunnels and Tunnelling on Feb. 19th,

-

the Sub.
We had serious thoughts about putting up
a year;
of
sub
a
5
have
standing
Most groups of our
are kept
expenses
our
helping,
but thanks to everyone
manage
can
we
that
me
assures
down, and the Treasurer
sheet).
balance
o really keep it low (see
Committee
Finally, my grateful thanks to oùr active
these things
all
out
wor'ing
who sit late in the Cottage
the Messentypes
who
Vivienne
for our delight; also to
supporting
for
members,
the
ger each month, and to you,
group.
worthwhile
and
useful
a
it
their efforts, and making
C, A.

Graham Kerr

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 1983
Sunday, March 2oth.

Langtree School at 3pm
GUEST OF HONO1J1

-

Bryn Walters
Director of Littlecote Excavation
speaking on

Littlecote
The iioman Temple & Excavations at
bring guests, & cakes for the Tea)
(Please

LIST OF NEW SOAGS since MARCH1982
Hill
Aiwyne & Stanley Jeffries - 'Jhitchurch
Whitchurch
Booth
Aileen & Anthony
- Whitchurch
Katy & Richard Smith
- IjDsdefl
John Bowyer
- Whitchurch Hill
Alan & Shirley Wilson
- Pangbourne
Joan Bach
- Reading
Ian Deane
- Whitchurch Hill
Daphne & Mike McVeigh
Bring onel
ffve YOU brought a new member yet?

REPORT ON CEA

9,

1982

The Council of British Archaeology, Group 9 (Oxon,
Bucks, Northants & Berks) was held at Rewley House,
Oxford on March 20th. Eight Soags were present (four
were unable to go at the last minute).
We started with David Allèn and an interesting tour of
digs in Aylesbury, particularly under Curtis & Hunts
with its cellars and skellys.John Williams talked about
the Roman Villa at Gobian Manor, Northants,and Richard
Barcham on Brackley. After coffee, John Hadman spoke
well on Ashton, with its crumpled lead bank in a well,:
which Dr. Graham Webster unveiled after restoration,
and the unique bronze 'boar' coin - now their badge.
Roy Friendship Taylor discussed Piddington Villa and
Jonathan Milford gave quite the
its mass of goodies.
report on how they coped
fieldwalking
most interesting
with Raans Farm (with useful ideas for us). Martin

Petchley followed with Milton Keynes,- Pennyland,
Stantonbury and a priory and mill.
We stopped (exhausted) for lunch, then returned at 2.15.
Louise Aristron took over the chair from John Steane
and introduced Tom Hassall on Oxford and John Steane on
Distribution Naps, then Brigstock deerpark,and tea. We
returned to Evelyn Baker on Grove Priory and John Bailey
and his tiiribered houses - often hidden under younger exteriors!
Alan Cox wound up with an interesting collection of Street Furniture which gave one ideas for projects. Louise then closed the meeting and we went home.
TIlE

DEVILS CHURCHYARD

With a sigh of relief the second backfilling party completed their job on June ist. Exciting it may not have
been,but at least we did the job,and wrote it up.
R.I.P.

Bernard Levy and John Percival did a survey to check
against an old map, and David iichards and slaves did
the Traverse Survey to go with the Archive.
It was a devilish job all round....
SUiiNER EXPEDITIONS
Bisham Abb. June 12th.
In spite of sorúe rain 23 people turned up at 2.30 pm
The door itself was
and made a dash for the doorway.
magnificent with its great timbers and ironwork. kJe

passed into the Hall and Alan read out informaUnfortunately Mr Cook, who was
tion from his book.
was having a baby, but Charles
round,
to have taken us
and we managed.
way
well,
had prepared the
of the evil Lady libby who
portrait
In the Hall was a
room,where
she was seen 2 weeks
haunts the Elizabethan
did not join Soag.
AIas,she
before by a whole conirriittee
table we ascendkitchen
an
old
medieval
After examining
and
ourselves,
Room
ed the stairs to the Elizabethan
and
lecture-room)
a
now
held an impromptu meeting (it is
then
1Je
table.
inlaid
fine
examined the portraits and a
went outside and across to the Dovecote, then proceeded
along the Thames to the Church,
This contains a magnificent tomb to the Hobys, all in
full colour., and many interesting monuments around. We
then returned to the tearoom, whilst it rained.
As it stopped we walked round outside and examined
what remains of the cloisters, and an interesting outer
wall containing every sort of stone and brickwork THe
rain again threatened, so we returned to the cars and
Our thanks again to Charles and Dorothy, for
o home.
arranging the whole visit.
8

June 15th.
fton Court.
expedition, so we met at 7pm, when
Evening
an
Vhils was
Mr
Bush led us to the long room in the
Ihe Administrator
whilst he gave us an entertainthere
sat
?ight wing. We
an Elizabethan manor, now used
house,
ng history of the
He then took
were
23 present.
or education. Again we
and 3 priest
its
low
passages
with
is all round the house
ago.
long
found
boxes
was
in
soles, one where ?3,QOO
collapsed.
tunnel
the
and
blocked
he escape route is now
Ve saw the old medieval centre of the house, the nursery, with the porch joined on, and lovely beams and
carved stair posts.
There was a small collection of old tools and the Long
Gallery (for exercise) wäs filled with a display of photos and papers. Regaining the hail we thanked Mr Bush
who said we could look round the grounds; it was raining slightly, but we managed a quick look at the herbs
garden with its pump in a rustic shelter, the fthsh
ponds and rose-garden, and finally left about 9pm.

Silchester. July 18th.
This was our July meeting and we gathered at the Church

9
and walked to the Basilica by 2.30 prompt0 This
time we had 16 present as many aru on holiday, We
joined the Wargrave Historicals (and gave them a recruiting leaflets), and disinterring Dr Michael Fulford,
we gathered round a bench to look at drawings and plans.
of the Basilica in
11e explained we could see about
the trench, about
of this was 40' wide, it is a huge
complex, and seems to have been their shopping and
At the ends were an apse and 2 chamcrafts precinct0
bers, we could see the walls, and foundations along
After going along the side to
the length for pillars0
examine the soil etc, we turned into the laiie and made
for the Anphitheatre.
The entrances have been excavated,
a section through the seating area, and an odd little
The floor is also cleared0 We climbed
apse one side0
the sides, then thanked Mike and made our way to the
Church, which we examined (ci4). Six of us joined some
pot-washers and helped scrub pot, until we decided to
return home.
-

Braziers Park. June 22nd0
A very pleasant evening was spent by 21 Soags and a
visitor, when we had a tour round the grounds and house.
Dr, Glyn Faithfull welcomed us with coffee a:d homemade
cakes. We sat round in the hall (the original Jacobean
house) as Glyri Gave us a potted history, thon took us
all round this intrigueing house of Strawberry Hill
Many questions were asked and several people
Gothic.
considered going tosome of the Courses they run there.
(Information can be obtained through Cyn)
Littlecote. August 7th0
Eight of us and 2 visitors spent the day at Littlecote
Manor,Jilts. Director Bryn Walters welcomed us and explained the new excavations, then we travelled down the
mansion courtyard. It was full of finds - assorted Roman and medieval pottery, nails, tessera, bones, tiles
and a lot of slag. William found the possible site of
the medieval furnace. We chatted with other workers at
lunch and tea and Bryn was very pleased with us and
invited us to come again. We finished work at 5 pm.
++
++ + + ++ + + +++++ + +++++
SOAGS AT

0XF0D

On May 15th, Gill Holt & David lachards attended a dayschool organised by the Oxford University Archaeol

10

ogical Society on 'the Invasions of Britain'.
There was an outstai:ding .iot of contributors, Derek
Roe, Barry Cunhïfîe, sheppard Frere and Richard Bradley
being just sorne of the well-known names.
Papers ranged from Riima1a & Plant invasions - past
& preent' (Mark Robinson) to the Norman Conquest - oneinvasion that certainly was an invasion, although it left
surprisingly little evidence in the archaeological record.
The more contentious events of the prehistoric period
were well-covered by Barry Cunhiffe and Richard Bradley.
Martin Diddle read a most thought provoking paper - not
only on his set theme of "the Vikings" but also on the
basic concepts of "invasion-colonisation-or immigration?

itogether an excellent conference

sQslon

adequd
about

So-wo people.

-

well-organised and

fand well atcerded by

Davia ..nods
Gill Holt
--

TIiE

ICH-HOIJSE HUNT

This project was triggered off by Philip Marshall. of pubterrania Britannica giving us a talk about Tunnels & Tunnelling0 We rashly offered them help and Sue Beaman, (of
came up with her Icehouse Hunt request. She is writing a book on them and could we record 2 or 3 near us?.
Chris volunteered to start searching, Cyn knew the
Coonibe park one and to our delight we found. that not only
was its present owner interested, but that over the past
now
2 years they had carefully excavated it and one can
walk in without let or hindrance. They also instantly
joined Soag and we owe Alleen & Anthony Booth our gratitude not only for their willingness to join and letus
in their icehousé, but for their hospitality after a
fleidwalk and kindness over printing the Messenger.
Next, a Friend of Soag offered an Icehouse at Nortimer
- quite different and of later vintage. An evening expedition to Uf.ton Court by the Group elucidated the fact
that another awaited us; and Chris & Cyn made a special
journey to record this one, built into a house, with an
oval 'posthole' through which we squeezed, like tooth-.
pacte, andChris has a photo of Cyn's legs; sticking,
apparently, out of a wahl We have had sorie negative
ones, where they were pulled down, but already we have
completed quite a list to visit, and indeed Lady Brunner

of Grey' Court was keên to have us excavate theirs! -11
(Any offers?)
The 14-thwas at Nuneham Courtnay and there is a 5th0
there-which wo have now completed0 Besides the icehouse
we invariably see many other features and get invited to
see the house & grounds0 We were taken all round Nuneham
Courtnay grounds, it is quite fantastic being a Capability Brown and full of statues, arbours. clapel well
and other extraordinary things to say nothing o' beautiful views and special trees0
This note skims the surface: each icehouse is measured
and drawn and a pageful of questions (issu5. by SB0)
answered and details noted0 It t-c.kes quite
a day to
do one, if not longer0
If arybody knows of a
with one, or that had one, please. let us knoi
-

Chris liogbin, Cyn Graham Kerr, Heather Weskes

HUNTING DOWN AN ICEHOUSE
Note: A fieldwalk with Cyn is neyer 'just a walk'0
Whilst guarding against people getting cvertired,
there is always the unexpected ana. a spice c
Iren;ure
- everything is of interest &
crih

"You can't miss it", said the gad3nerq
the corner of the wood." and he exatned furthe:. that
Ilectory owners were new, doubtful. nd anyhc :J:
n
on
their land now. Cyn hastily scribbled a rough ccc
of
the tatty estate map pinned to the wall of the shed.
Chris & Cyn were at Nuneham Courtnay to 'do' the mansions'
icehouse, but this 2nd one wás too far to tackle the
same day.
So, with foöd & equipment, Cyn drove 'Jimnrr' dcwn to
collect Chris, & they rattled off through Pangbouine to
Goring0 Nearing Basildon Park, Chris remarked she hadn't
seen the remains of their Icehouse (Cyn had) ."OK, said
Cyn, "we'll see it." & Jimmy flew in the main gates:and
stopped by a fork in the drive. All that rethains is a
dent in the ground - (Lord Iliffe had carefully explained
its positioil to Cyn) & together they inspected it, there
were dips & signs but no actual buildings remains to be
seen - Chris saw a Treecreeper. They dro-ve on, with the
usual traffic block through Wallingford, & over Shillingford Bridg6 (a nice alternative to the Dorchester road)
& turned up the old road past the church at Nuneham Court-.
nay, pausing at a fork toconsult a sketchmap. A car tooted behind. This was their undoing - they knew they had a
i;

12 long straight road to travel & there was one in front
They took it. i'ter a'out a mile the expected
of thern
hot. They
cottages appeared & Jinim,- -a parked It was
euiDm-nt, started up a cart track
collected lunch bags
cried Chris,
marked 'Footpath'.. Blackberries - already1t
presented it& a number disappeared. !ucther attraction
The girls
selfs The track was alive with butterflies!
species were seen,
were not experts, but at least 8 or 9
was incredible0
including the Blue - also dragonflies, it
for the corThe wood lay in front of them & they looked
ground, now dry
ner with the Icehouse0 It was soft clay
had made huge
but a morass in wet weather & the tractors
stumbled round
ruts everywhere0 This did not help & they
to r treat & work
looking for an opening & finally deciding
open provided a
along the field0 A convenient gate lying
to the woods' edge0
way in & they trailed along a ryefield
with fierce barb wire
But here was a neatly eaten pasture
some cogitation they
and an electric fence inside0 After
a tractor-trail
decided to retrace their steps and follow
gateZ A gap
the
towards
back
across the wood-corner,-so,
barbwire was scaled carein the brambles was tempting & the
walked briskly down
fully0 This saved quite a bit & they
get through here",
the tractor-trail0ttI believe we could
to the fence0
said Chris, & dived through the undergrowth
exclamation fro rn
This was negotiated quite easily0 An
attention from wire & mud
Chris, who was ahead, drew Cyn's
on a high plateau,
and there, in the middle of the field,
tower0 It had a
stood an enormous,elaborate & much-carved
railing round and nothing else.
Conduit'
"Good heavens," said Cyn, "its the
up0
Chris's eyebroews went
gardener showed us
"Don't you remember," said Cyn "the grounds?t!
it in the distance from the mansion
- "& there is the
"Oh yes,of course," replied Chris,
of it!"
side
wrong
mansion - why, we are the
tooted"car
that
"We passed the car park - where
road
"We took the wrong bit of straight
They looked at each other0
it," said Chris brisklr
"Well, we might as weil go & see

and they started towards it0
could seê the outskirts of
The view was magnificent: they
below, at the bottom of
Oxford, Abingdon lay to the west;
Thames looked like a stream:
the steep hillside, the cool
up, its owners waving to
a launchedchugged comfortably
strange tower abovee It was
the two little figures by the

too,good to hurry, out caine a drink & they
13
munched nut& & cosidered0 Chris took a photo of the
tower it is called the Carfax Conduit & was set up in
1787 as ali eyecatcher. It certainly is. They were not
sorry to have this unexpected 'find'. They returned the
way they came & opened both Jimmy's doors to cool him & have a welcome drink of fruit juice, then turned and
mde for the nursery garden. This time they took the
other fork, & stopped to consult the map, by the buildings0 A note 'POBo' puzzled thein "Postboxl" said Cyn
suddenly - "look, behind us - thats the 'PBO' on the
map! - right at last0
The road was not enticing:'someone had filled the holes
with ashes & Jimmy scrunched cautiously round corners
& down slopes: the road became paved with
limestone
slabs - rather irregular, rutty, and. narrow.
"I shouldn't go down much further,'1 councilled Chris,
you mightn't be able to turn0
An unexpected cement gateway into a field
appeared so
Jimmy was parked in the corner & again they set out on
foot. The wood had been partly cut down, & was
largely
nettles. "I think the edge is up there,'1 said Cyn,"back
we go»' They returned past Jimmy, up a bank where a
track led over barb-wire conveniently squashed down by
broken branch, into a cut cornfield0 The next was a
small meadow, & yes, the Rectory, - tucked away at the
far endThey quickly crossed the meadow to the
corner of
the wood. Cyn noticed a gate,small & overgrown,
with
trees inside4 Chris was looking down a steep slope,
below lay an old track & another gate. It was impossibly
nettley & brambly. They investigated the gate, tightly
tied with baling twine. After a struggle Cyn got
it undone & they pulled the gate & disentangled the
brambles
enough to squeeze through. It was dense young trees
and
one could hardly see, but they pressed on.
"There he is!
exclaimed Cyn,: & there he was indeed.
The earth has washed off, the beautiful dome of
bricks
is exposed & mossy, the doorway, secured with
wire netting is open & they could easily see inside.
They immediately started drawing & measuring, this took
quite a time. To get the height, Cyn held the tape
on a
long branch until Chris pronounced it correct, and
they
peered in at the smooth egg-shaped interior, & let
the
tape down to measure its depth - over 2 metres.
They had lunch with the sunlight glinting
through the
dense pines & examined a foxes' lair on the
far side.

There were puffballs on the ground, & the icehouse
itself was perched like a huge puffball on a surprisingly
ft
steep slope, - it dropped nearly vertically about 50
was
It
to the overgrown road - for the icecart, perhaps?
diffgreat to have found & achieved their object in such
patient
icult terrain, & as they returned E rejoined the
the ArborJimmy, they decided to hunt up the gardener in
& round
etum for additional information0 They drove back
+
peacocks
the
to the main gates (narrowly missing one of
the Head
thereL) but the gardener, busy fly-mowing, said
& told
gardener was on holiday0 He proved a chatty type
us much about the trees & plants & his little lodge-house0
platNedt they drove to Marsh Baldon, where old house
the
in
fire
disastrous
a
after
forms are still visible
out; so the
1700's; but the Cowleys (old Soags) were
a shady willow
under
snack
a
with
girls revived themselves
next stop,
was
Church
The
Warbler).
tree (complete with
the
through
Cyn
sent
Rectory
the
in
the sound of raking
brief
in
possibly)
verger
(the
man
gate. She discovered a
an
hadn't
they
no
said
he
&
knife,
shorts with a sheath
&
Denton,
&
Newington
icehouse, but try Chislehampton,
small digave them the owners names. Newington was a
the cotknew
Cyn
went.
they
so
version on the way home
up the couple.
tage where the church key was kept & chatted
Manor, so
the
of
owner
new
the
of
This produced the name
came out,
owner
The
in.
walked
they
armed with information
Soags,he
were
they
him
told
they
he was charming, & when
he is
gave them the freedom of the house & grounds,which
shell
a
is
house
the
task:
restoring. This is a daunting
and
cellars,
to
upstairs
from
& they gingerly explored
Georgian
stone
a
round the garden0 It is magnificent,
wallpaper still
building of 3 storeys, with hancipainted
been restored
already
has
intact; a beautiful Herb garden
wants it
he
that
by his wife, His secretary explained
from hirn
injunctions
many
a.l just-so, & they left with
getting
in
succeeded
to visit again. This time Jimmy
in Pangbourne
them home and by 6,30 pm they were back
and inenjoyment
extra
rith their job done and much
formation besides.
& exactly as they
All details of this yarn are true
happened.
11+

,
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FIELD

ALK

-Shinells

Farm, Caversham

A palaeolithic hand axe, typical of the Mousterian
culture was found in a newly ploughed field in hemdean Bottom Caversham. (Centred at SU 710763)
This field is within a few hundred yards of Grove
House, Emmer Green, where Romano-British remains are
recorded (fleading Museum).
There are no other obvious traces in the field, or
another newly-ploughed nearby, except for a fair number of oyster shells, these appear all over the field
but are concentrated in the flat bottom area - suggesting that they have been washed down the valley, or
loé. There are no other
the upper part of the
obvious Romano-British traces in either fIeld.

David Richards

DED

CATS

In dismantling the thatch of an old cottage at Chanton-on-Otmoor my son found the dried and flattened
It had presumably been put
remnant f a kitten.
there for luck when the cottage was built. Lately
I was told that a sacrificial dead cat was found under the foundations of the old mill which is now the
Water Mill Hotel in Sunbury-on-Thames. After some
bad luck - a fire - the cat was replced; it can be
My sones cottage also
inspected through a trapdoor.
revealed rabbit snares built into the plaster. What
is the symbolism behind these things?
Vera Hodges
I'ote,

In one of the Uhitchurch Hill cottages a small hoard
of objects was found behind the chimney breast, including sulphur matches and a clay pipe, a tiny childs
shoe, snuffers and a dead cat.

AN UNUSUAL DuCK-KILN

Those who attended a recent Soag lecture on medieval
pottery and kilns may be interested to hear about a
little known kiln that was in use at Emmer Green
Caversham, until the 1930's. The first written record

i6

a kiln at Emmer, or Emir Green (as it was once
In 1705 in the second edition
known) was in 16'+5
of his book "A Natural of Oxfordshire' Dr0 R Plott
wrote At Caversham.they made a sort of brick

twenty-two inches long and about six inches broad,
which some call lath-bricks, by reason they are put
in the place of laths or spars (supported by pillars)
in oasts for drying malt, which is the only use for
them" Whether the 2 kiins are one and the same is
not known but Emmer Green was, and still is, in the
parish of Caversham, although Caversham became part
Both Henley and
of the Borough of Reading in 1911
Reading had thriving maÏtings and these unusually
shaped bricks could easily have been sent to either
place.
Within the last 2 years I spent a very interesting
afternoon talking to the late Nr0 William Chamberlain,
who at the time was possibly the oldest living person
to have been born and spent almost all his life in
Emmer Green0 Mr. Chamberlain's father, also William
was born there too, but his grandfather originated
from Hampstead Norris, moving to Emmer Green around
the middle of the 1800's,
From Mr, Chamberlain I learnt a lot more about the
Emmer Green kiln, for in 1906 he left the little local
school at the age of 13 and went to work there and he
clearly remembered life at the brickyard. Apparently
it was a summer time occupation and between ten and
twelve thousand bricks were made there each day0 Doing
piece work a team of 9 raen could produce 1000 bricks
a day and for this each man was paid 6d. A working
However if you were on
aay was from 6am till 6pm.
piece work you kept on until 7pm. On Saturday work
finished at noon.
The clay pits lay behind the kiln works and some
were dug out to a depth of some 20 ft0 Below that a
layer of chalk was reached, The clay was loaded onto
little trucks which ran on rails to the brick yard.
Here it was put into a crushing machine to grind up
any stone. It was then transferred to a mixer and
from here it came out as long bars of clay the thickby
ness of a brick. A handcutting machine operated
time.
a
at
bricks
into
9
the men cut the length of clay
A barrow load was 36 bricks0
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Tiles were also made at the yard and there was also
He made ornamental flower pots and gargoyles. Any interested worker at the kiln was allowect
to use the potter's moulds during the dinner hour and
many men made their own pots and fired them in the
kiln.
Two
In 18k2 a Mr. Francis Dormer owned the kiln.
years later it was owned by one John Leach who also
had a brickyard in Reading.
In i88k the works changed
hands again and by 1931 no further records were availThe kiln owner's house has recently been pulled
able.
down but two kilncottages still remain.
Mary Kif t
a potter.

THE ROYAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL INSTITUTH

and about
There are some 3000 members of the
the
Society
150 form a core who meet in the rooms of
to
May
October
(both
of Antiquaries once a month from
months inclusive). The members have the privilege of
using the library of the Society of Antiquaries on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays for reference only.
Beside the monthly meeting, there is a apring Neeting
and an Autumn Meeting. Both these meetings take the
form of a one-day or half-day excursion usually starting from London.
The big meeting in the year is however, the Summer
Meeting when the Institute goes either to a University
College, a Training College or a stately home usually
under the aegis of the Department of the Environment.
This meeting lasts for about six or seven days and
starts on a Friday or Saturday evening. This year's
visit was spent in Bedford and lasted from Sunday
afternoon until lunch time on the following Sunday.
With th exception of the years 1915 to..1919 and 191f0
to i9k5, Summer Meetings have been held annually since
This year the venue was Bedford,which was last
i8'+k.
visited in i88i, and 102 members attended. The sites
visited varied from Roman times to the present cent-ury.

Adam Graham-Kerr
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ATINE

TO P1AY

grew up in the age of the train, when the
iailway gave the right time to the Church. A
train brought it from Birmingham and the stationmaster checked his watch with the guard. At
evensong on Sunday the vicar checked his watch
with the stationrnaster then passed on the true
tinte to Charlie whose job it was to wind and set
Most of the villagers
the clock in the Tower.
depended on the church clock though a few heretics set their watches when they heard the Bristoi express whistle through the station at 8.l5am
- or thereabouts.
The Church has always had a certain interest in
If the faithful are to gather together for
time.
prayer there must be some understanding of when
they should collect. At cockcrow? 'ilhen the sun
At the li6hting of the
is high in the heavens?
lamps? After supper? At the sound of the bell?
Ancient times of prayer are somewhat imprecise.
Saxon churchmen began to tackle the problem more
Scientifically by scratching a dial near the
Ieather permitting,
south door of the church.
the Saxon Charlie could consult this before he
rang the bell.
Scratch dials are common and simple and inaccurate. They consist of a circle with a hole
in the middle for a rod which cast a shadow over
the ungraduated 'hour' sectors marked in the lower
This summer I have seen several
part of the circle.
Cyn and I visited Longford near
interesting ones.
Bampton, where there is a scratch dial on the Saxon
This is supported by two bearded characters
Tower.
At Inglesham, near Lechlade, in the
wearing kilts
charmingly unrestored church, we found a dial inside the church scratched on a Saxon carving of the
Virgin and Child. Presumably the carving was once
on an outside wail.
There is a later dial at North Stoke. A monk or is it Christ? - with a carved head and large
Apparently he once
carved hands holds the dial.
I
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had arms too but they have been built over. There
is still a metal gnomon standing out at right

angles to the wall.
North Stoke is well equipped. There is also a
later, probably 18th century dial, with an angled
gnomon, on a: buttress of the Tower. By the lychgate is a graceful modern pedestal sundial dedicated to the memory of those killed in the 191kThis bears the words
1918 war.
'Hours passe Deeds remain."
Perhaps the Church's affection for sundials has as
much to do with its concern with eternity as with
its concern with Time. There is frequently a moral
on a dial,at Sulham:
"The hour now shown may be thy

inscription, as

last,

.epent and pray before that hour is past."
There are all sorts of permutations of the idea that
we should redeem the past and refrain frani wasting
time before time wastes us.
From the 15th century mechanical clocks began to
be fairly common though village churches obviously
lagged behind wealthier town churches. The fi:"st
church clocks struck the hours and quarters but had
no face to mark the minutes: East Hendrc1 sc.LJ2.
relies on a faceless clock of 1525. Early clocks
had one hand only: examples remain at Sutton Courtney and ilarwell. Ilarwell Tower shows two fac2 the
old one-hander and a conventional two-hander. 0f
course mechanical clocks have to be checked from time
to time but I don't know how, in the days before railways carried the truth about, any kind of agreement
between clocks was reached. A new age really dawned
when, in about 1925, the vicar made a wireless set
and Big Bn struck in the vicarage study.
Another kind of time-piece which has served the
church well is the hourglass. More than 100 churches
alas, the glasses have
still have holders though, have
found two plain metal
generally been stolen. I
holders in Oxfordshire, atCuxhara and at Alvescote.
Berkshire has examples at I3infield and Hurst. The
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Hurst stand has intricate wrought-iron oak and
The use of hourivy leaves, and is dated 1636.
glasses became òornmon in the 16th and 17th centuries; in that age of religious controversy
good sermons were highly popular and the preacher
was deemed lazy if he gave less than a full hour.
There are stories of preachers who found an hour
too short for their thoughts on predestination
or the evils of drunkenness; they turned the
thing over with the words, "Let us enjoy another
glass togetheri'
Like sundials hourgiasses became symbols of
mortality. 'SAs the glass runneth, so man's life
Frequently, eg.
passeth" is inscribed at Hurst.
in the churchyard of St0 Laurence in eading, we
avestones dong with
find hourgiasses carved on
skulls and bones. The moral and religious tone
of sundials and hourgiassos was continued on
carried inscripearly watches which sometini
tians like the following:
servo thee here with ail my might,
To tell the hour by day and night,
Therefore, example tazo by me
And serve thy God e.s I serve thee.
I

should be
interesting
curiosities
Derbyshire,
I

pleased to hear of examples of
dials or clocks, or of horological
- like the clock at Old I3ramptön,
which gives the hour 63 minutes!
Vera Hodges

